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Abstract
The mobile adhoc networks are the decentralized type of community wherein cell nodes can talk with each other without the
presence of primary controller. Due to non-presence of valuable controller routing, security and nice of service are the 3 major
troubles of the community. The maximum green routing protocol is Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector AODV. It is most
efficient to transmit records from supply to vacation spot by using the usage of AODV routing protocol. In this paintings, the
development in the AODV protocol is executed for the congestion avoidance in the network. The proposed method is primarily
based on the back propagation algorithm wherein blunders of every course is to be had from supply to destination is calculated.
The first-rate course is selected which has minimal error or approach that which has least possibilities of congestion within the
community. The proposed and existing algorithms are implemented in NS2 and it's been analyzed that proposed technique plays
nicely in phrases of diverse parameters compared to present set of rules.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad-hoc network, conjointly called wireless circumstantial network or ad hoc wireless are network, could be a ceaselessly
self-organizing, self-configuring and infrastructure less network of mobile connected wirelessly. It suggests that during this system;
nodes liberal to move during a random pattern. Therefore, every node acts as a router likewise as a bunch. In MANET, routing
could be a method for selecting path within the network. it's 2 operations as - for locating associate degree optimum routing path
and to transfer information packet of supply to destination path. circumstantial On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing
protocol is associate degree on-demand protocol i.e. it discovers routes on and pro re nata basis victimization route discovery
method. As results of its options, Eduard Manets is a lot of appropriate for planet applications during which the topology changes
quickly. Nodes in MANETs be a part of and leave the network dynamically exhibiting their freelance and self-deployable behavior.
No mounted set of infrastructure and centralized administration is needed during this quite a network. Nodes are interconnected
through wireless interfaces [7].
Objective
The objective of this research is to improve the throughput by analysis of the following parameters:
 Packet Delivery Ratio
 Throughput
AODV Protocol
AODV is a billboard hoc On Demand Distance Vector could be a routing protocol designed for unplanned mobile networks.
AODV could be a reactive protocol, capable of each uncast and multicast routing [11]. AODV is associate on-demand routing
protocol, within which the route search method is initiated between the supply and destination node as once required. During this
protocol every node maintains routing data within the variety of a routing table having one entry per destination. AODV uses the
destination sequence range to ensure the route freshness and loop freedom of the route. AODV defines 3 messages: Route Requests
(RREQs), Route Errors (RERRs) and Route Replies (RREPs). so as to find and management the routing inside the network from
supply to destination, these messages are used . [5].
The supply sends Route Request Message to its neighbours. If a neighbour has no data on the destination, it'll send message to
any or all of its neighbours so on. Once request reaches a node that has data concerning the destination (either the destination itself
or some node that contains a valid route to the destination), that node sends Route Reply Message to the Route Request Message
instigator [15]. Within the intermediate nodes (the nodes that forward Route Request Message), data concerning supply and
destination from Route Request Message is saved. Address of the neighbour that the Route Request Message came from is
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additionally saved. initiator, it is assigned a unique id. When a node receives Route Request Message, it will check this id and the
address of the initiator and discard the message if it had already processed that request [14].
AODV could be a packet routing protocol designed to be used in mobile unplanned networks (MANET)Intended for networks
that will contain thousands of nodes One of a category of demand-driven protocols AODV is nice in terms of information measure
and energy conservation [16].
There are two phases: Route Discovery and Route Maintenance
Route Discovery
Two message types: RREQ and RREP Source broadcast RREQ messages. Node forwards the RREQ if it's not the destination.
Maintain back-pointer to the creator. Destination generates RREP message. RREP sent back to supply mistreatment the reverse
pointer founded by the intermediate nodes. [5].

Fig. 2.1: RoutingDiscoveryinAODV

Route Maintenance
Route Maintenance – 2 message types: how-do-you-do and RERR Hello message is employed for link standing monitoring Ex: If
a neighbor nod2.e doesn't receive any packets for over predefined interval time, link to it neighbor is broken. RERR Message is
broadcasted when A node detects that a link with adjacent neighbor is broken If it receives a RERR from a neighbor for one or a
lot of active routes. [5].
Sequence Number
AODV differs from different on-demand routing protocols in this is uses sequence numbers to work out associate degree up-todate path to a destination. Each entry within the routing table is related to a sequence range [11]. The sequence range act as a route
timestamp, making certain freshness of the route. Upon receiving a RREQ packet, associate degree intermediate node compares
its sequence range with the sequence number within the RREQ packet. If the sequence range already registered is bigger than that
within the packet, the prevailing route is additional up-to-date. Sequence number already registered is greater than that in the
packet, the existing route is more up-to-date.
Performance Parameters in MANET
Packet Delivery Ratio
The fraction of the information packets delivered to destination nodes to those sent by supply nodes.
Throughput
Number of packets sends or receives in per unit of your time in network.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Gurveen Vaseer, Garima Ghai and Pushpinder Singh Patheja. “A Novel Intrusion Detection Algorithm: An AODV Routing
Protocol” developed Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a collection of movable nodes capable of self-routing, constraining
energy and decentralized handling of nodes. It faces many challenges due to uncertainty of network topology i.e. security and
congestion. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm for intrusion detection gainst attacks such as probing, Denial-of-service
(DoS), vampire and User-To-Root (U2R) in a MANET environment. The attack detection has been carried out using a profile
(behaviour) analysis and a confusion matrix (True positives, True negatives, False positives, False negatives). The performance of
a standard Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol has been reported for all 4 types of attack in a network
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simulator-2(ns-2) environment. To the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first paper reporting a novel intrusion detection
algorithm using behaviour analysis for an AODV protocol in a MANET environment [1].
Ravinder Ahuja, Alisha Banga Ahuja, Pawan Ahuja “Performance Evaluation and Comparison of AODV and DSR Routing
Protocols in MANETs Under Wormhole Attack “developed Routing in wireless network is fundamental task which helps node to
send and receive packets. Due to lack of centralized authority security in mobile ad hoc networks is very difficult. Traditionally,
routing protocols were designed for good performance only and security issues were not considered. So either new routing
protocols should be designed which have security parameter also or security parameters must be included in the existing routing
protocol. There are number of attacks on routing protocol, one of them is wormhole attack. We will evaluate the performance of
AODV and DSR routing protocol under wormhole attack and compare the performance of these protocol without wormhole attack.
Performance parameters are Average end to end delay, Throughput, and Packet delivery ratio(PDR). Neelam Janak Kumar Patel,
Dr. Khushboo Tripathi ”Modified AODV Protocol for Detection and Prevention of Black hole Attack in Mobile Ad Hoc Network”
developed Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a special group of nodes; those are infrastructure less and wirelessly[2]. In MANET
nodes are legitimate to leave and join the network at any point of the period. MANET is vulnerable to various types of security
attacks like a wormhole, black hole, rushing attack etc., so security in MANET is the most significant concern to give secured
communication and transmission between mobile nodes. Black hole attack is one of the most destructive attacks in network layer
against routing in MANET. A black hole is a malicious node, an attacker provides a single-hop, high-quality path on behalf of all
destination beginning all nodes around it to forward packets to it. A black hole node sends bogus routing information, advertised
that it has an ideal route and springs other good nodes to route data packets through one. A malicious node drops all packets that
it received instead of forwarding those packets. In this research paper, we implemented IDSAODV routing protocol for improving
the securities in MANETs. It is the reactive type Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol to escape black
hole attack. To identify and avoid the black hole attack using a proposed routing protocol (idsAODV). It deliberated a modification
of the AODV protocol. Using Network Simulator NS-2.35 we get the experimental results that show an improvement in
Throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), and End to End delay using the proposed routing protocol that is idsAODV and results
are comparing with Normal AODV routing protocol in the attendance of black hole attacks.
Satyam Kumar Sainy, Ravi Rai Chaudhary, Ajay Kumar” Performance Evaluation of Routing Protocols Based on Different
Models in MANET” developed A mobile adhoc network is an independent system of mobile stations associated by wireless link
to form a system. This system can be modeled in the form of an uninformed graph. Adhoc networks are peer to peer, multihope
networks were data packets are transmitted to a source to destination through intermediate nodes (which serve as router). The
performance of these three routing protocols is done on Glomosim Simulator and we 9 concluded LAR1 has better throughput in
comparison to both AODV and DSR routing protocols in all three scenarios. Packet delivery Ratio behaves like throughput, LAR1
has better PDR in comparison to AODV and DSR [3]. Drop ratio is also similar to PDR, actually it is reverse of PDR so we can
say that LAR1 has lower drop ratio in comparison to AODV and DSR. AODV and DSR have lower delay in comparison to LAR1.
LAR1 routing protocol has higher delay, and it is also seen that as we increase the nodes, pause time and mobility delay is also
increase. (CRAHNs) referred as Cognitive Improved Adhoc hoc On Demand Distance Vector (CIAODV) has been proposed with
an aim to eliminate the overhead, resource consumption and taking advantage of conventional (AODV) protocol which considered
as the most suitable protocol to dynamic and infrastructure less networks. The simulation results prove that the (CIAODV) protocol
achieves better performance in the term of throughput, end to end delay and overhead as compared to (AODV) protocol [3].
Neelam Janak Kumar Patel, Dr. Khushboo Tripathi Modified AODV Protocol for Detection and Prevention of Black Hole
Attack in Mobile Ad Hoc Network Developed Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a special group of nodes; those are
infrastructure less and wirelessly. In MANET nodes are legitimate to leave and join the network at any point of the period. MANET
is vulnerable to various types of security attacks like a wormhole, black hole, rushing attack etc., so security in MANET is the
most significant concern to give secured communication and transmission between mobile nodes. Black hole attack is one of the
most destructive attacks in network layer against routing in MANET. A black hole is a malicious node, an attacker provides a
single-hop, high-quality path on behalf of all destination beginning all nodes around it to forward packets to it. A malicious node
drops all packets that it received instead of forwarding those packets. In this research paper, we implemented IDSAODV routing
protocol for improving the securities in MANETs. It is the reactive type Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing
protocol to escape black hole attack. To identify and avoid the black hole attack using a proposed routing protocol (idsAODV).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Most of the existing algorithm do not focus on the security aspect while routing and moreover the congestion is the issue of the
mobile adhoc network which reduce performance of the network.
In this research the improvement in the AODV protocol is done for the congestion control and provide security against the active
attack detection.
IV. WHAT IS CONGESTION CONTROL
A State occurring in network layer once the message traffic is thus significant that it slows down network latency. Effects
of congestions delay will increase, performance decreases. If delay will increase, retransmission happens, creating scenario
worse. When the quantity of packets will increase on the far side the limit and capability which will be handled by the
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network resources which ends degradation in network performance is termed congestion. Congestion is associate unwanted
scenario wherever network faces the matter of additional traffic than its rated capability. Congestion is overcrowding or
blockage thanks to overloading. The congestion happens in Eduard Manet thanks to restricted resources. thanks to the shared
wireless channel and dynamic topology packet transmissions suffer from interference and weakening. Transmission errors
conjointly cause burden on the network thanks to retransmissions of packets within the network. Congestion management
technique is that the methodology by that the network information measure is distributed across multiple end to finish
connections [8]. Congestion will be rate primarily based congestion management or buffer based congestion control.
What is Active Attack Detection?
Involve some modification of the information stream or the creation of a false stream. These attacks cannot be simply. Troublesome
to forestall thanks to the big variety of potential physical, software, and network vulnerabilities. Goal is to discover attacks and to
live through any disruption or delays caused by them.

Active Attacks can be subdivided into four types:
1) Masquerade
2) Replay
3) Modification of messages
4) Denial of service
Masquerade:
Takes place once one entity pretends to be a unique entity sometimes includes one in all the opposite sorts of active attack.

Replay:
Involves the passive capture of a knowledge unit associated its resulting retransmission to provide an unauthorized impact.
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Modification of Messages:
Some portion of a legitimate message is altered, or messages are delayed or reordered to provide AN unauthorized result.

Denial of Service:
Prevents or inhibits the conventional use or management of communications facilities
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V. PROPOSED METHOD
Flow Chart of the Proposed Algorithm
Start

Declaration of source
and destination node

If Next node is destination
node

No
Direct path established

RREQ to next neighbors

Wait for RREP from
destination to source
Select the path with average
hop counts & with bettor
timestamp value

Yes
YES

if (initial Energy <
Threshold value )

No
recv Reverse() procedure
start

predict

Yes

Active Attack
Detection

No
Destination

Stop

The AODV protocol first Declaration the multipath route to the Source to destination and sends the DES encrypted and next node
to the direct destination path established. The flowchart of the declaration is shown in Fig. After RREQ to the next node neighbors.
Wait the RREP from destination to source select the path with average hop counts and with better timestamp value if generated
energy less threshold value and yes, wait for RREP from destination to source, no the reverse the procedures start and active attack
detection if yes attack is predicting otherwise direct go to destination.
Proposed Algorithm:
Set Sender = S;
Set receiver = R;
Set protocol = AODV:
1) Step 1: Start
2) Step 2: Declaration of Source and destination node.
3) Step 3: if next node is destination node yes to direct destination path.
4) Step 4: No, to the direct path established.
5) Step 5: Else RREQ to next neighbors
6) Step 6: wait for RREP from destination to source
7) Step 7: Select the path with average hop counts & with better timestamp value
8) Step 8: if (initial Energy < Threshold value)
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9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Step 9: yes, wait for RREP from destination to source
Step 10: No recv Reverse () procedure start
Step 11: Active attack detection
Step 12: If Yes, Attack is predict
Step 13: otherwise direct go to Destination
Step 14: Stop
VI. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameters
Simulator
Channel type
MAC Type
Mobility model
Number of mobile node
Traffic Type
Routing Protocols
Simulation Time
Simulation area
Packet Size

Value
NS-2(Version2.34)
Wireless
Mac/802.11
Random way point mobility model
40,60 Nodes
CBR
AODV
300ms
1000*500m
512byets

VII. RESULT
Packet Delivery Ratio
The fraction of the information packets delivered to destination nodes to those sent by supply nodes.
indicates the comparison of Packet delivery ratio of Basic AODV and Improved AODV is increase for 40 nodes and 60 nodes.

Average Throughput
Number of packets sends or receives in per unit of your time in network.
indicates the average throughput of Basic AODV and Improved AODV is increase for 40 nodes and 60 nodes.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the improvement in AODV protocol by congestion control and also provide security against attack, which provide
the better performance of the network using different number of nodes.
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